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1. INTRODUCTION 
As well-known, the Riesz space L is called Dedekind complete if any subset 
of L which is bounded from above has a supremum in L (in this case, L is 
Archimedean and any subset of L which is bounded from below has an 
infimum in L). Recently it has become customary to say that L is laterally 
complete if every disjoint system in the positive cone L + =( feL  :f_>0) has a 
supremum and any L that is both Dedekind complete and laterally complete is 
said to be universally complete (see the book [1] by C.D. Aliprantis and O. 
Burkinshaw, 1978). Sometimes also a universally complete Riesz space is called 
an inextensable Riesz space (see the paper [21 by D.H. Fremlin, 1975). For every 
Archimedean Riesz space L there exists an essentially unique Dedekind 
completion L ^, i.e., L (or rather a Riesz isomorphic image of L) is embedded 
as a Riesz subspace in the Dedekind complete space L A in such a way that 
every fA e L A satisfies 
f~ = sup ( fe  L :f<_f~) = inf ( fe  L : f>fA) .  
The proof of this fact, essentially due to H. Nakano, is somewhat complicated 
but elementary (of course, there is analogy with the proof by means of 
Dedekind cuts that the real numbers form the "Dedekind completion" of the 
rational numbers; see the book [4] by W.A.J .  Luxemburg and A.C. Zaanen, 
1971). Similarly (see [1], Definition 23.19), the universally complete Riesz space 
K is called a universal completion of the Archimedean Riesz space L if 
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K has a strongly order dense Riesz subspace M that is Riesz isomorphic to L, 
strongly order dense meaning here that every 0_< u ~ K satisfies 
u=sup (o~M:O<o<u). 
From [1], Theorem 23.18 it follows that any two universal completions of a 
Riesz space are Riesz isomorphic. Therefore, the universal completion of an 
Archimedean Riesz space is essentially unique if it exists. As an important 
example we mention the space M(X, I~) of all real p-measurable functions on the 
a-finite measure space (X,p), with identification of functions differing only on 
p-null sets. The space M(X,p) is universally complete. In fact, it is the universal 
completion of every Lp(X,p); 1 <_p<_ co. 
The question of course arises whether every Archimedean Riesz space 
possesses a universal completion. Both Aliprantis-Burkinshaw ([1], Theorem 
23.20) and Fremlin ([2], Theorem 1.9A) give the same affirmative answer, and 
for the proof they refer to [4], Theorem 50.8. To understand the answer, one 
has to know first what the notation C°°(Q) means, where Q is a compact, 
Hausdorff  and extremally disconnected topological space. Coo(Q) is the space 
of all extended real continuous functions f on. Q with the property that 
(x~Q: If(x)l <oo) is dense in Q. The space Coo(Q) is a universally complete 
Riesz space and in [4], Theorem 50.8 it is proved that for any Archimedean L 
there exists such a topological space Q with the property that L is Riesz 
isomorphic to a strongly order dense Riesz subspace of coo(Q). Hence, Coo(Q) 
is the universal completion of L. In this result, due to F. Maeda and T. 
Ogasawara, the space L is represented, therefore, as a space of continuous 
functions on an appropriate topological space. In this note we shall present a 
simple elementary proof for the existence of the universal completion, making 
no use of representation theory. In [2], Theorem 1.10, Fremlin hints at the 
possibility of giving a proof that does not employ any representation theory. 
The proof which follows here is probably somewhat different from what he had 
in mind. 
One reason to publish the present note is the desire to replace a complicated 
proof by a simple one; another reason lies in the fact that the universal 
completion is of some importance in the theory of certain Carleman-type 
operators (see the paper [3] by J.J. Grobler and P. van Eldik). 
2. THE LATTICE L s 
Let L be a given Archimedean Riesz space. It is our aim to describe the 
construction of a universally complete Riesz space L u such that L is a strongly 
order dense Riesz subspace of L u. In fact, we shall construct Lu such that the 
Dedekind completion L ^ of L is strongly order dense in L u. Then L itself is 
also a strongly order dense Riesz subspace of L u. Hence, by the uniqueness of 
the universal completion, we may assume immediately that L itself is Dedekind 
complete. Roughly speaking, the elements of (LU) + will be equivalence classes 
of disjoint systems in L + . Let {a} be an arbitrary index set (finite or infinite) 
and let {Ba:ae{ce}} be a complete system of disjoint bands in L. Hence, 
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every Ba is a projection band and the band generated by all the Ba together is 
L itself. Let 0_< u~ e Ba for each c~. We shall denote 
{B~,u~; ae  {c~}} 
briefly by (u,). Let L x be the set of all these (u~). 
EQUIVALENCE IN L x. Let (u~) = {B~, u~} and (oB) = {B~, v~} be elements of 
L x. The system of all B~=Baf ' IB¢ is again a complete system of disjoint 
bands in L. Let uo~ and v~ be the components of u~ and v~ respectively in
B~.  Note that u~ = sup/~ u~ and v~ = sup~ v~. Now write (u~)-(v~) whenever 
u~ = v~ for all c~, ft. This is an equivalence relation because if (ua)-= (v~) and 
(v~)-(w~), then (with obvious notations) u~= v~= w~ for all a, fl, y. 
Hence 
uay = sup~ uapy = sup~ w~#~ = way, 
which shows that (ua) -  = (wr). 
We shall say that (ua) is determined by the element u eL  + if there exists one 
index a0 e {a} such that u,0 = u and u~ = 0 for all c~ ¢ c~0. If (u~) is determined 
by u e L +, then (ua)---(v~) is equivalent to u = sup/~ v 9. Hence, if (ua) and (o#) 
are determined by u e L + and o e L + respectively, then (u,)-(v/~) if and only 
if u=v.  
Let L s be the set of all equivalence classes which we thus obtain. Every 
element of L + determines one of these equivalence classes, but (unless L is 
already laterally complete) not every equivalence class is determined by an 
element of L +. Note that if (ua) e L × and u 0 = supa u a exists in L +, then (ua) 
is an element of the equivalence class determined by u 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (ua) and (v~) be elements o f  L × satisfying u~<<_ v~for  all 
~, ft. Furthermore, let (u~)=-(@) and (v¢)==-(vj). Then u~6<_@e holds for  all 
y ,&  
PROOF. It follows from ua~___ va~ for all a, fl that u~/~y6_< t)a~y 6, i.e., (u~y)p6_< 
_ (v~)a ~ for all a, fl, y, d. Since ua~ ua~ and v~ = v~, we get (uav)/~ _ (v~)c~v, 
t ~ t so ua~_  v~By e. It follows that 
t t < t t 
uyd = supa# uaz~d- sup Oafl~, 6 = OyO. 
The following definition is now meaningful. 
DEFINITION 2.2. I f  [Ua], [V~] are elements of  L s and (ua), (v~) are elements 
f rom [u~], [v#] respectively, then, by definition, lull_< [t)~] whenever u~<_v~# 
for  all a, ,8. 
THEOREM 2.3. The notation introduced in the above definition defines a 
lattice ordering in L s which extends the ordering in L + (i. e., i f  [u~] and [vp] are 
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determined by u ~ L + and o ~ L + respectively, then [u~] _ [o~] /f and only i f  
U < - 0 ) .  
PROOF. It is immediate that [us] _< [vp] and [o~] < [ua] implies [ua] = [o~]. 
Also, it is easy to see that [ua] < [oB] and [oB]_< [wy] implies [ua] < [wv]. It 
remains to prove that the partial ordering is a lattice ordering. Note first that 
if (ua)= {Bs, us} and (oa)= {B~, o~} are given in L × and {B~} is yet another 
complete system of disjoint bands in L, then uap may be written as Pijus, 
where P~ denotes the order projection on B~. Since P/~ is a Riesz homo- 
morphism, we have 
u,~ V vs/~ = (Ppus) V (PB o,) = PB(ua V v a) = (uaV vs) B. 
Similarly for uspA v,p. For the proof that the ordering is a lattice ordering, let 
[us] and [v~] be given. Write w~= us~vv,~ for all a, ft. It is evident hat [w,~] 
is an upper bound of [ua] and [v~]. Let [z~] be another upper bound. Note that 
[u J  = [u~] ,  [o/~] = [o~&], [Z~] = [zs&], [w~] = [w~&] for all a, B, Y. 
It follows that[z~r]>__[ua&] as well as [za/~]>--[oa&], so that ( f rom the 
definition) 
[ z~]  - [u~v o~] .  
Hence, by the remarks above, 
[ z~]  -> [u~vos~]  = [(u~Vvs~)~] = [w~&] for all a, fl, 7. 
In other words, [z~] >- [wa~]. This shows that [w,~] is the least upper bound of 
[u,d and [o/~], i.e., 
[u~l v [v~l = [u~v v~l .  
Similarly for [u~] A [o/~]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (u~) = {B,, u,} and (v~) = {B~, v~} be given in L x such that 
[us]_<[vB]. Then there exists an element (@)={BB, u'~} in L × such that 
(u'p)- (Us). 
PROOF. We have u~#___ o~ and sup~ ou/~ = o~ for all a, ft. Hence, for fixed fl, 
we have u~p__-o~ for all a. Since L is Dedekind complete, uh = sup~ u~ exists 
and obviously we have (u~)-- (u~#) - (u~). 
THEOREM 2.5. The lattice L s & Dedekind complete. 
PROOF. For brevity we shall simply write [u] for [u~]. Assume now that {r} 
is an index set and [u]~_< Iv] for all re  {r}. If [ol = [v~], then (in view of the last 
lemma) every [u]~ can be written as [(u0B]. It follows then from [(u0~]-< 
<_ [oBl that (u0B_< v~ for all r (and every fl). Since L is Dedekind complete, 
sup~ (u,)~ = u~ exists in the band B~. It follows easily that [u~] = sup~ [(u0~], 
i.e., [u] = [u~] satisfies [u] = sup~ [u]~. Similarly for inf~ [u]~. 
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Let (u6)eL × belong to the equivalence class [u] ~L s. Each u 6 on its own 
determines an element of LS; call it [u] 6. Then, by the last theorem, we have 
[u]=sup6 [u]a. Hence, on account of the Riesz isomorphism referred to 
above, we can say that any [u] ~L s is the supremum of a disjoint system of 
elements of L +. 
THEOREM 2.6. The lattice L s is laterally complete.  
PROOF. Let ([u]~:r~ {r}) be a disjoint system in L s. Each [u]~ is the supre- 
mum of a disjoint system of elements of L ÷. The union of all these disjoint 
systems is again a disjoint system of elements of L +. Reindexing if necessary, 
let (06) be this disjoint system. It is not difficult to see that [v] = [06] is the 
supremum of the set of all [u]~. 
3. ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION BY NON-NEGATIVE CONSTANTS IN L s 
Given (u6) and (v~) in L x, we consider the element (u6B + v6/~) in L x. It is 
proved similarly as before that if (u6)-(u¢) and (o~)= (v~), then 
(u6p + v6~)-= (u~ + v~). 
Hence, it is meaningful to define an addition in L s by 
[u61 + [vB] = [u6/~ + v6p]. 
The addition is commutative, associative and [0] is a neutral element. Further- 
more, it is easily seen that [u] + Iv] = [u] + [w] implies Iv] = [w]. 
Multiplication by non-negative constants is defined in L s by a[u] = [ccu] for 
0_< c~ ~/~. The familiar associative and distributive laws follow. Furthermore, 
[u] < [v] implies [u] + [w] _ [v] + [w] for all [w] and a[u] _< e~[v] for all 0_  a ~ ~. 
Identifying each u ~ L + with the equivalence class [u] determined by u, we see 
that L + is Riesz isomorphically embedded in L s. 
4. THE UNIVERSAL COMPLETION L u 
It is evident hat the so obtained L s must become the positive cone of the 
universal completion L u that we wish to acquire. The procedure to obtain L u 
is standard. To begin with, we shall drop the square brackets for elements of 
L s, i.e., we shall simply write u instead of [u]. Consider now the set of all 
ordered pairs (u, v) of elements u, v E L s and write (u, o) =- (u 1, v 1) whenever 
u + 01 = Ul + v. It is not difficult to see that this is an equivalence relation. Let 
L u be the set of all equivalence classes. We wish to define an addition in L u by 
setting 
(/./, O)+ (/gl, Ol) = (bt' + b/l, V+ UI). 
To show that this is meaningful, we have to prove that if (u, v) and (ul, v~) are 
replaced by equivalent elements (u" v') and (u[, v[) respectively, then (u+ u 1, 
v+v l )  and (u '+u{,v '+v{)  are equivalent. This is easily done. Evidently, 
addition in L u is commutative and associative, the equivalence class of (0, 0) is 
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the null element (neutral element) and the class of (o, u) is the inverse element 
of  the class of (u, o), because 
(u, o) + (v, u) = (u + v, u + v ) -  (0, 0). 
Hence, L u is an Abel ian group with respect to the so defined addition. As 
usual, the inverse (o, u) of  (u, v) will be denoted by - (u ,  u). 
For ae  ~ we define a(u, v) =(au, ow) if a_>0 and a(u, v)=( la lv ,  [alu) if a<0.  
Note that for a<0 we have c~(u, v) = lal(o, u) = - It~l(u, o). The minus sign may 
be read as denoting an inverse as well as denoting multipl ication by - 1. It is 
routine to check that L ~ is now a real vector space with respect to the so 
defined addit ion and multipl ication by real constants. Identifying any u ~ L s 
with (u, 0 )e  L u (i.e., strictly speaking, identifying u with the equivalence class 
of (u, 0)), L s is embedded in L u with preservation of addit ion and multipli- 
cation by non-negative real constants. Note now that any (u ,v )eL  u can be 
written as 
(u, v) = (u, 0) + (0, o) = (u, 0) - (v, 0) = u - v, 
and the usual computat ion rules can be applied. 
PARTIAL ORDERING IN L u. We define a partial ordering in L u which on L s will 
coincide with the existing partial ordering. By definition, we set 
(u, o)_< (Ul, Vl) whenever u+ vl-<ul + o, 
i.e., writing (u,o) as u -v  and (ul, vl) as u l=o l ,  we define that u-v<ul -o l  
shall hold in L u whenever u + v 1 _< Ul + v holds in L s. It is evident that if (u, v) 
and (Ul, Vl) are replaced by equivalent elements, this has no influence on the 
definition. For elements (u, 0) and (o, 0) we have (u, 0) _< (o, 0) if and only if u _< o 
holds in L s. The proof  that we have thus defined a partial ordering in L u which 
is compatible with the vector space ordering is now also immediate. The 
positive cone of  L u consists of  all (u, o) >_ (0, 0), that is to say, (u, 0) - (v, 0) >_ 
_> (0, 0). Writing (u, 0) - (v, 0) = (w, z) with w, z ~ L s, it follows that (o, 0) + 
+ (w, z) = (u, 0), which implies that z = 0 and o + w = u. Then (u, v) - (w, 0) ~ L s. 
This shows that L s is the positive cone of L u, i.e., (LU) + =L  s. 
THEOREM 4.1. L u is a lattice. 
PROOF. Let f=u-v  and fl '=lll--O1 be given (with 1A, O, tll, O1ELS). Let 
w=v+Vl .  Then 
f '= f+w=u+va and f l -=f l+w=ul+v 
are elements of L s. Therefore, p =f -v f  l- exists in L s (and then also in Lu). It 
follows that p -  w is an upper bound of  f and f l -  I f  q is any other upper bound 
of  f and f l ,  then q + w is an upper bound of  f "  and f l -  so q + w >_f -v f~'=p.  
It follows that q>_p-w.  This shows that p-w=fv f l .  The proof  for fA f l  is 
similar. Hence, L" is a Riesz space and L s is the positive cone of L u. 
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FINAL REMARKS 
L u is Dedek ind  complete  because (L") + = L s is Dedek ind  complete (Theorem 
2.5). L u is lateral ly complete  because (L  u) + = L s is lateral ly complete (Theorem 
2.6). In  view of  our  def in i t ions,  every e lement of  (L~) + =L  s is the supremum 
of  a system of  e lements  f rom L+.  Hence,  L is s t rongly  order dense in L". It 
fo l lows that  L u is the universal  complet ion  of  L.  
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